R is a bounding volume which more or less closely approximates O, depending on the viewpoints and the object A 2D silhouette of a 3D object O constrains O inside the volume obtained by back-projecting the silhouette from the itself. For perspective projection the regions C i are cones viewpoint. A set of silhouettes specifies a boundary volume R, obtained by back-projecting from a viewpoint V the correthe intersection of the volumes due to each silhouette. This sponding silhouette. For orthographic projections, these approach to the reconstruction of 3D objects is referred to as regions are cylinders obtained by sweeping the silhouettes volume intersection (VI). Not every concave object O is exactly along lines parallel to the viewing directions. In both cases reconstructable from its silhouettes. The closest approximation the regions are bounded by ruled surfaces, referred to as of O that can be obtained with VI is its visual hull. Only objects the circumscribed cones or cylinders of O. For simplicity coincident with their visual hulls are exactly reconstructable. we will speak of cones, conical surfaces, and viewpoints
I. INTRODUCTION
raises a number of theoretical questions, namely: (a) which objects are exactly reconstructable; Reconstructing 3D shapes from 2D images is an im-(b) which is the closest approximation that can be obportant research area in computer vision. The technique tained for nonreconstructable objects; known as volume intersection (VI) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] (e) how to choose them efficiently. The VI technique ( Fig. 1 ) recovers a volumetric descrip-
The recently introduced geometric concept of the visual tion R of the object by intersecting the solid regions of hull answers questions (a) and (b) [19] . The inference of space C i within which each silhouette S i constrains the the shape of the unknown object from the reconstructed object to lie: object (question (c)) has been discussed in [20] .
Choosing efficiently the silhouettes of the unknown object (question (e)) is an important open problem. Some
VI algorithms use a fixed set of viewing directions (see, DEFINITION 1. The visual hull VH(O,V) of an object O relative to a viewing region V is a region of E 3 such that, for each point P ʦ VH(O,V) and each viewpoint V ʦ V, the half line starting at V and passing through P contains at least a point of O. [4, 7, 14] ). This provides certain advantages for intersection algorithms which specify the reconstructed An object satisfying the condition of Proposition 2 will object as an octree, but crude approximations of the un-be specified as e-reco with regard to V. Although this is known object may result. An object-specific, active ap-not strictly relevant to our discussion, it is worth noting that proach could be more effective. Some work in this direction VH(O,V) is also the largest object silhouette-equivalent to has been done by Shanmukh and Pujari [9] and Lavakusha O when observed from viewpoints belonging to V. et al. [16] . To discuss the efficiency of the choice of the An object has an infinite number of visual hulls, one for silhouettes requires a suitable definition of reconstruction each possible viewing region. However, we can restrict accuracy. Such a definition, based on the visual hull con-ourselves to two main cases. The first case refers to every cept, is provided by this note.
Of course, O ʕ VH(O,V).
viewing region which completely encloses O without enterAs we will see in the following, only objects coincident ing its convex hull CH(O). It can be shown that there is with their visual hulls are exactly reconstructable, at least a unique visual hull for all these regions, which does not in theory. In practice, we must also consider the amount exceed the convex hull CH(O). This appears to be the case of computation required. This paper addresses the problem of main practical interest, since usually the object to be of the theoretical minimum number of silhouettes neces-reconstructed lies at some distance and can assume any sary for exactly reconstructing an object or its visual hull orientation with respect to the viewpoints. We refer to the (question (d)). We are particularly interested in classes of visual hull relative to these regions as to the external visual objects which require a bounded number of intersections: hull, or simply the visual hull VH(O), without any other even if optimal algorithms for choosing the silhouettes specification. If O ‫؍‬ VH(O), O is e-reco with regard to were available, we could exactly reconstruct only objects E 3 Ϫ CH(O), or simply e-reco. Examples of visual hulls of these classes.
of concave polyhedra are shown in Fig. 2 : only one of them This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we is e-reco. recall the visual hull concept and summarize its relevant
The second case refers to the unrestricted viewing region properties. In Section III we suggest a new definition of V ϭ E 3 Ϫ O. The visual hull relative to this region is the reconstruction accuracy. In Section IV we investigate the internal visual hull IVH(O). All objects in Fig. 2 are e-reco numbers of intersections required for reconstructing vari-with regard to E 3 Ϫ O. The convex hull, visual hull, internal ous classes of objects.
visual hull, and O are related by the following inequalities:
II. THE VISUAL HULL
Algorithms for computing VH(O) and IVH(O) have The visual hull is a geometric tool useful for silhouette-been found for polygonal sets [19] , polyhedra [19] , and based image understanding. In this section we summarize solids of revolution [18] . the material relevant to our discussion contained in [19] , to which the reader is referred for further details.
III. THE RECONSTRUCTION ACCURACY
The visual hull of a 3D object O can be informally described as the volume enveloped by all the possible circumFor evaluating the effectiveness of the reconstruction obtained by VI algorithms, it is necessary to define an scribed cones of O. A formal definition is as follows: accuracy index, that is, some measure of the similarity are allowed, IVH(O) replaces VH(O) in the definition of reconstruction accuracy: between the original object O and the reconstructed object R. Since VI algorithms supply volumes, a rather natural idea is to define the reconstruction accuracy A V as the ratio
A IVH ϭ Vol(IVH(O))/Vol(R) between the volume Vol(O) of the original object and the
A V ϭ A IVH ϫ Vol(O)/Vol(IVH(O)) ϭ A IVH ϫ A I I . volume Vol(R) of the reconstructed object: A V ϭ Vol(O)/Vol(R).
IV. MINIMUM NUMBERS OF SILHOUETTES FOR
THE OPTIMAL RECONSTRUCTION OF SOME A V has been used by several researchers [7, 9, 12, 13] CLASSES OF OBJECTS for evaluating the efficiency of their algorithms. However, this definition is not entirely satisfactory, since it mixes Let us suppose that, using the VI technique, we attempt to achieve a unitary reconstruction accuracy A VH or A IVH , together two different kinds of reconstruction errors: those depending only on the intrinsic features of the object, and that is, to exactly reconstruct an object O, or, if this is not possible, its visual hull or internal visual hull according to those related to the choice of the viewpoints. If the object is not e-reco, as, for instance, the first four objects in Fig. the viewing region allowed. Let us focus on the theoretical minimum numbers of silhouettes required for this pur-2, no choice of viewpoints outside the convex hull can give a unitary A V . The visual hull concept allows us to overcome poses.
These numbers are important since they limit the possithis problem (pointed out also by Ahuja and Veenstra in [7] ) by defining an accuracy A VH which makes reference bility of exactly reconstructing in practice an object or its closest approximation obtainable in theory. In this section to the volume Vol(VH(O)) of the visual hull:
we will discuss these minimum numbers for some categories of objects. We are particularly interested in finding
classes of objects which require a bounded number of silhouettes. We call f-reco the objects exactly reconstructable A VH is one if the choice of the viewpoints allows the best possible reconstruction. A VH can be related to A V as with a finite number of silhouettes. If this property holds for the visual hull or internal visual hull of a not e-reco follows. Let object, we call this object f-vhreco. A simple f-reco object is shown in Fig. 3 . The polyhedron in the figure is also the
visual hull of object (a) of Fig. 2 , which is thus f-vhreco. The volumes intersected by VI algorithms have conical Then or cylindrical surfaces, produced by families of lines passing through a point or parallel to a direction. Thus, the surface A V ϭ A VH ϫ A I , of any object R obtained from a finite number of silhouettes consists of a finite number of conical or cylindrical where the reconstruction accuracy A I due to the intrinsic properties of O is separated from the accuracy A VH related patches. Surfaces composed of a finite number of conical or cylindrical patches will be defined as R-surfaces. to the choice of the viewpoints. If unrestricted viewpoints tion of Proposition 4 for being f-reco, since their planar faces form an R-surface. In the following we will say that a face, which could be multiply connected, has been reconstructed if it lies completely on the boundary of the reconstructed object R. Reconstructing a face F requires viewpoints in the plane supporting F. If F lies completely on the surface of the circumscribed cones relative to a viewpoint, it can be reconstructed with only one intersection (or silhouette). Let n be the number of faces of a polyhedron P; we could conjecture, at least for some classes of polyhedra, the existence of some functions f (n) such that the theoretical minimum number of silhouettes required for the optimal reconstruction is O( f (n)).
FIG. 3. O is f-reco: two silhouettes relative to viewpoints at infinity

Convex Polyhedra
are sufficient for its exact reconstruction.
It is immediate to verify that this is true for the class of convex polyhedra, which obviously are e-reco. Actually, if We have the obvious statements:
the planes supporting the faces are in a general position (a set of planes is said to be in a general position if the PROPOSITION 4. A necessary condition for an object to intersection of any triplet of planes of the set if a point be f-reco is that its surface be an R-surface. and all these points are different), n/3 silhouettes are PROPOSITION 5.
A necessary and sufficient condition for required. This number, obtained by choosing the viewan object to be f-vhreco is that the surface of its visual hull points at the intersections of disjoint triplets of planes (or internal visual hull) be an R-surface.
supporting the faces, is an upper bound when the faces are not in a general position. The condition of Proposition 4 is not sufficient, since an object having an R-surface might be not coincident with General Polyhedra its visual hull.
Let us consider now general polyhedra with n faces, Anyway, it follows from the above statements that obwhich may or may not be e-reco. Let us deal first with the jects with curved surfaces are f-reco or f-vhreco only in subclass of objects different from their visual hull, and exceptional cases. Even a simple curved object like a therefore not e-reco. We have already presented examples sphere is not f-reco (see Fig. 4 ). In these cases, it seems of nonconvex polyhedra (Fig. 2 ) whose visual hulls are preferable to speak of objects reconstructable with arbialso polyhedra. However, there exist concave polyhedra trarily high accuracy A VH or A IVH . whose visual hulls are bounded by quadric ruled patches, Polyhedral Objects generated by lines which are tangent to the polyhedron at three edges (see [19] ). An example is shown in Fig. 5 . The Let us consider an apparently more promising category curved patches are segments of hyperboloids of one sheet of objects, the polyhedra, which satisfy the necessary condi-or hyperbolic paraboloids [19] ; hence the surface of the
FIG. 5.
A polyhedron P and its visual hull VH(P), whose surface contains a nonplanar patch, generated by the lines passing through the  FIG. 4 . A sphere can be reconstructed with arbitrarily high accuracy. The viewpoints shown all lie on a line D passing through the center.
edges
visual hull is not an R-surface. We must therefore conclude that the class of general polyhedra is not f-vhreco. The same conclusion can be obtained by observing that, since every silhouette of a polyhedron is polygonal, and thus the volumes to intersect have planar faces, a curved patch cannot be generated with a finite number of intersections.
General Polyhedra with Polyhedral Visual Hull
Let us now disregard the case of curved visual hulls, and consider the class of general polyhedra with polyhedra visual hulls (as those in Fig. 2) , which are f-reco or f-vhreco. Let us consider first viewpoints lying outside the convex hull of the object, and thus polyhedra with polyhedral external visual hulls. This class contains as a subclass the general polyhedra e-reco, coincident with their visual hull, The viewing region is crucial for the number of silhouthe face F is shown in Fig. 7 . To reconstruct F Ј, the part ettes required. In fact, let us now admit viewpoints also of F highlighted in Fig. 6 , the viewpoints must lie on p in inside the convex hull of the polyhedra. In this case, if a the regions R or RЈ, since the viewpoints are allowed to polyhedron P is not e-reco, the closest approximation that lie only outside the convex hull of the object. A possible we can obtain by VI is the internal visual hull IVH(P). viewpoint V in RЈ and the part S of F Ј reconstructed from Let us consider again the class of polyhedra e-reco or with this viewpoint is shown in Fig. 7 . It is clear from the figure a polyhedral internal visual hull. For this class the minimum that, by reducing the distance between the vertical wedges number of intersections is polynomial bounded: without affecting the number of faces of the polyhedron, PROPOSITION 7 . Any e-reco polyhedron P or polyhedral S can be made arbitrarily small, and therefore the number internal visual hull IVH(P) with n faces can be reconstructed of silhouettes required for reconstructing F Ј arbitrarily with O(n 5 ) volumetric intersections using unconstrained large. A similar argument holds for viewpoints in R.
viewpoints. In conclusion, we have that:
We will give a constructive proof of this statement. PROPOSITION 
) Unconstrained Viewpoints
In this subsection we describe an algorithm which, for each face F of P, constructs a set Z of O(n 4 ) regions of F, and a set V of O(n 4 ) viewpoints in p such that: (a) each region Z ʦ Z can be reconstructed by a single viewpoint V ʦ V (b) any point P of F belongs at least to one region Z ʦ Z (the regions could overlap).
Hence reconstructing Z also means reconstructing F. The viewpoints necessary for exactly reconstructing F must lie in the plane p which supports F. In this theoretical study we will also admit the limit case of viewpoints lying on F.
Let us consider a point P of a face F supported by a plane p, and let SP be the polygonal intersection of P and p, excluding F itself and any coplanar face. If SP is empty, structed with one intersection from any viewpoint in p.
(2) each line must share with SP only these vertices (or an edge if the vertices belong to the same edge). Let us consider a not empty SP. Since by hypothesis each face is reconstructable, there must exist (at least) one line
The vertices of SP, intersections of the edges of the polyhedron P with the plane p, are O(n). The lines which L passing through P and lying on p which shares with P only points of F (and of possible coplanar faces), and does satisfy properties (1) and (2) are O(n 2 ). Their intersections, and thus all the viewpoints which could be constructed by not cross the boundary of SP (Fig. 8a) . Let us rotate L clockwise about P. After some rotation, line L will touch the algorithm starting from any point P, are O(n 4 ). These viewpoints allow the reconstruction of the set Z of regions the boundary of SP at a point Q (Fig. 8b) . Now, let us rotate L counterclockwise about P until it touches the which completely covers F, since each point P of F belongs to at least one of these regions. Considering all the faces boundary of SP at a point S. Two cases are possible, shown in Figs. 8c and 8e. Consider case (c), and rotate counter-of P, we obtain the bound of O(n 5 ) viewpoints. Observe that the viewpoint constructed by the algorithm clockwise the line PQ about Q and clockwise the line PS about S, until they reach the boundary of SP (see Fig. 8d ), could lie everywhere on the planes supporting each face, and thus also inside the convex hull of P. Let us consider where the rotation of line PS is halted by one of the edges of SP incident at S). Choose as viewpoint V the intersection again the example of Fig. 6 . The viewpoint convenient for reconstructing F Ј lies at the intersection of the lines L 1 of the two rotated lines. From V, the region Z of F containing P and highlighted in Fig. 8d can be reconstructed. and L 2 , which is inside the convex hull of the object. In case (e), the viewpoint V can be obtained by rotating counterclockwise both the lines PS and PQ about S and V. SUMMARY Q, as shown in Fig. 8f , until they reach the boundary of SP.
In conclusion, for any point P of a face F the algorithm We have addressed some theoretical questions raised by the VI technique for reconstructing 3D objects. After described constructs a viewpoint V able to reconstruct a region Z of p containing P. Let us observe that all the introducing A VH and A VHI as measures of reconstruction accuracy based on the concept of visual hull, we presented possible viewpoints which the algorithm could construct starting from any point P of F lie at the intersection of a discussion on the minimal number of silhouettes necessary for achieving unitary A VH or A VHI , that is, the best two lines with the following properties:
(1) each line passes through two vertices of SP (this possible reconstructions, for some classes of objects. The results obtained state computational limits to the optimal proposition has no exceptions if we also consider vertices belonging to the same edge of SP) reconstruction of objects using the VI technique. Objects 
